
The Carport, Inc. 
P.O. Box 121864, Nashville, TN 37212 

Steve Seropian 

Accusound Cable Company 

Dear Steve, 

It’s been nearly three years since I started using Accusound cables and I have to say, I couldn’t be more pleased. 
Even though our introduction was via the legendary producer Glenn Rosenstein and the cables came with his high 
recommendation, I was still my typical skeptical self and quite frankly, I didn’t feel any need to depart from using what 
has been Nashville’s staple studio cable for as long as I’ve been engineering. Glenn lent me a pair of cables and I decided 
to give Accusound the benefit of the doubt and with the help of my assistant, I set up for a quick AB comparison with my 
Tascam DV-RA1000HD player, which is equipped with XLR outputs, and a pair of Focal Twin 6Be monitors. My 
studio’s cables and the Accusound cables were identical lengths and I bypassed the console and patchbay so there was 
nothing in the audio path besides the cables. The monitors were set up so I wasn’t able to distinguish which cable was 
which and since it took my assistant almost 10 seconds to make the cable switch it might have been difficult to tell a 
difference if it was minor but it wasn’t. It was actually quite substantial, on par with comparisons I’ve made between 
clocks and converters. As you know, I immediately ordered enough cabling to replace the signal path from my console 
monitor output into both my primary and secondary monitors as well as several additional cables to use on my critical 
signal paths during tracking and overdub sessions. I actually believe that within a few months I was crafting my mixes 
with more accuracy than ever while spending less time on each mix. I’ve also found that the tracks I record through the 
Accusound cabling require less equalization during both the recording and mix process. Thanks for making such a great 
product, it makes my job easier.   

Sincerely, 

Russ Long 


